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Calcium = 
Fluorine = 
Chemical Formula = 

Magnesium = 
Oxygen = 
Chemical Formula = 

Lithium = 
Sulfur = 
Chemical Formula = 

Sodium = 
Sulfur = 
Chemical Formula = 

Aluminum = 
Bromine = 
Chemical Formula = 

Sodium = 
Chlorine = 
Chemical Formula = 

 

Chemical Names & Formulas 101 
 

Background Terminology – Write the definitions of the following and give an example of each: 

- Ion    

- Anion    

- Cation    

- Compound    

- Chemical formula    
 

Binary Ionic compounds are    
 

You need to know the  /  in order to write the chemical 
formula. 

- How can you tell the charge of an element?    

Ex:  K =  ,   Cl =   Ex:  Be =  ,   O =    
Chemical formula =   Chemical formula =    

 
But what if… 

Ex: Be =  ,   F =    
- This means for every  Beryllium there must be  Fluorine to  out 

the charges 
 

- Chemical formula =  (Remember…do not put  when writing 
subscripts) 

 
Write the 2 methods showed in the video below 

- Cross Method - Balance Charges Method 
 
 
 
 

Use the oxidation chart to complete. Remember to use either the cross or balanced charges method 
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Manganese (III) = 
Oxygen = 
Chemical Formula = 
Chemical Name: 

Tin (IV) = 
Sulfur = 
Chemical Formula = 
Chemical Name: 

Copper (II) = 
Nitrogen = 
Chemical Formula = 
Chemical Name: 

Iron (III) = 
Oxygen = 
Chemical Formula = 
Chemical Name: 

Lead (II) = 
Chlorine = 
Chemical Formula = 
Chemical Name = 

Cobalt (III) = 
Bromine = 
Chemical Formula = 
Chemical Name: 

 

How to name Binary Ionic Compounds 

1. Write the name of the  (  ) 
2. Write the first part of the  element but end it with the suffix  (  ) 

Example: The chemical name for NaF is    

Practice a few… 

CaO  Al2S3  BeCl2    

MgF2  Na2O    

Transition metals - Most transition metals can form      

The name of the  will contain a  to indicate the  of that ion 

- Example:  Copper (Cu) can have a  or  charge. 
- It will be written like  or    

Practice writing chemical names and chemical formulas with Transition Metals 
 

 

Binary Covalent Compounds – when 2 nonmetal atoms bond by   electrons. It is the same as with 
binary ionic compounds BUT element names also include a   that   shows   the   number   of 
of that element in each molecule, and second element ends with  . 

 

Practice!!!  Phosphorus =  Oxygen =  Chemical formula =  Chemical Name =    
 

1. Write either the prefix number or charge for each 
Di  C  Hepta  Penta  Ne  O  H  Tri  Ca  Tetra   
2. Write whether the following chemical formulas are ionic or covalent compounds then write their 
chemical names:  KCl   CaS  NO   BeO   PCl    

3 
3. Write whether the following are ionic or covalent compounds then write either the chemical formula 
or chemical name for the following: 
LiF   Sulfur Dioxide    NO    Aluminum Sulfide                   
P S   NaCl   Disulfur Difluoride   NO     

2   4 2 

4. Write the chemical formula for the following: 
Iron (III) Chloride  Titanium (III) Nitride       Copper (I) Oxide    
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	Ex:  K =  ,   Cl =   Ex:  Be =  ,   O =

